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PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique 

 

 

 
 

May 9th, 2013 

 

 

Ms. Esther Dunaway  

655 S. Virginia Ave  

Reno, Nevada 89501  

775.420.5050  

polycostumes@gmail.com  

 

Dear Ms. Dunaway, 

 

Here at B.ARRT Advertising, we are most elated to present you with this Integrated Marketing Communication 
Plan. Derived from our primary and secondary research, and accompanied by our own extensive creative marketing 
knowledge, this plan will undoubtedly guide and help you reach your business’s unique needs and goals. 

 

With combined utilization of print ads, taxi tents, radio spots and jingles, and Facebook promotions, this IMC plan 
has all the elements necessary for the successful running of your costume boutique. 

 

If chosen, you and PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique will experience increased community awareness and involve-
ment, and a jump in costume-wearers all over the Reno-Sparks region! 

 

Working with you to develop this plan has been most enjoyable, and we sincerely appreciate the opportunity to 
create this plan for you and hope to see it executed. For any questions, concerns, comments, or help in implemen-
tation of this plan, feel free to contact us. 

 

 

Warm Regards, 

B.ARRT Advertising 

Raquel Rehman 

 

Rachel Harper 

 

Anthony Pitt 

 

Brad Rootz 

 

Tyler Smith 
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Executive Summary 
 
Problem: 

 In the Reno and Sparks area, there is a multitude of options for someone when 
they are in need of a costume or accessory for a party. There are always the cheap op-
tions, which is the bane of existence for quality custom costume shops like PolyEs-
ther’s.  

 In addition to numerous options competing with your store, there is the added 
difficulty of being a small, local business that has extremely limited awareness. What 
PolyEsther's needs is increased awareness first of all, so that in turn will lead to in-
creased sales and revenue. 

 Any efforts right now being done to promote the store are relatively unorgan-
ized and few in number. B.AART Advertising has many creative ideas to improve the 
communication of PolyEsther’s in the mind community, and to boost the amount of 
people who turn the want of a costume into a need. 

Solution: 

 Along with the objectives you have set up, we have included a few more that we 
can achieve: increase website traffic by 40%, increase Facebook likes and interaction by 
50%, build awareness of the store by 50%, increase return rate of customers by 25%, 
increase amount of new customers by 40%, and finally increase outreach within the 
community by at least 4 new events. 

 In order to accomplish these objectives, we at B.ARRT have set up a variety of 
marketing communication pieces tailored to the store and the community. Reno News 
and Review ads, taxi tents, Facebook promotions, and radio jingles all will reach the 
Reno and Sparks community in the greatest numbers.  

 From our primary and secondary research, we have discovered that our target 
market for PolyEsther’s (annual income of $75K+) spend a great deal of time on Face-
book, would be likely to visit the Facebook page, listen to the radio often (more spe-
cifically, 100.1 the X), read the RN&R more out of any other newspaper, and the loca-
tion of PolyEsther’s being in mid-town is perfect for taxi tent ads. 

 These promotional and advertising pieces will communicate the culture and one-
ness PolyEsther’s has with Reno, and that is key in winning the hearts and wallets of 
costume goers in the area. 
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Contact Information 
Raquel Rehman 

 raquelrehman@yahoo.com/ 775.412.1434 
 

Rachel Harper 

 rachelleeharper@gmail.com/ 775.721.3206 
 

Anthony Pitt 

 anthonypitt27@yahoo.com/ 775.544.5641 
 

Tyler Smith 

 tdsmith15@msn.com/ 775.220.9487 
 

Brad Rootz 

 brad.rootz66@att.net/ 925.399.2475 
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         There are many important macro environmental forces that should be taken into 
account when viewing PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique here in Reno. The factors that 
most affect your store are economic, demographic, and social factors. Reno was hard 
hit when the housing market crashed, and experienced a much higher rate of unem-
ployment than the rest of the country. Today the unemployment rate in Reno is de-
creasing, but it still remains at about 10.2% ( (Reno-Sparks, Nevada Unemployment, 
2012). This very high rate of unemployment means that there are going to be less peo-
ple willing to spend money on the products sold at PolyEsther’s, thus affecting the 
market’s overall purchasing power.  
 
 Luckily for you, much of your customer base is composed of students and peo-
ple with incomes of over $75,000 a year who are not as affected by the high unemploy-
ment due to being in school and having relatively high job security. Demographically, 
approximately 26.61% of the population of Reno makes over $75,000 per year; mean-
ing that about a quarter of the population makes up one of the main customer bases 
of PolyEsther’s (Economy in Reno, Nevada, 2010). While only being about a quarter of 
the population, their higher incomes give them more purchasing power and value as 
customers.  
 
 The University of Nevada recently invited in its largest incoming class of fresh-
man in history, increasing 4% from last year. This increase in the freshman class 
brought enrollment at UNR to just over 18,000 students, who comprise another impor-
tant customer base for you (Media Newsroom, 2011). 
This increase in the student population likely will in-
crease the amount of people participating in events 
such as the pub crawls and fraternity/sorority dances, 
which in turn means an increase in potential custom-
ers for PolyEsther’s. Another important factor to 
keep in mind is that the gaming industry and casinos 
in the Reno/Tahoe area has been declining in the last 
few years. Most recently, the Washoe County Gaming industry declined by 2.5% in 
2012, which could negatively affect your store by decreasing the casinos’ desire to 
spend money (Sieroty, 2013). 

Environmental Scan 
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       You face a lot of competition in the Reno area alone. In fact, within just a one mile ra-
dius of your store, at least four other shops that carry similar items can be found. It is im-
portant to know the direct and indirect competition in order to be more successful in the 
market. For this, I have outlined both the major direct and indirect competition for PolyEs-
ther’s. 
 
 

Direct Competitors 
 
 The Melting Pot World Emporium is located just a few blocks from your store, and is 
one of their largest competitors. While offering similar products such as costumes, accesso-
ries, and unique clothes, the Melting Pot also recently began carrying an assortment of steam 

punk outfits which is a field that you wish to expand into. The Melting 
Pot also has a comprehensive website allowing visitors to look at their 
products and even purchase them online, giving them a large advantage 

over you. The Melting Pot’s major strengths lie in their online website, allowing online pur-
chases while one of their competitive weaknesses is that they do not have the assortment of 
different items that your store has. 
 
 Junkee Clothing Exchange is also located within a few blocks from your 
store, and is another major competitor. While not carrying items such as 
bagged costumes or high quality outfits, Junkee’s offers customers used and 
unique clothes that have been donated or purchased by the store from other 
customers. What makes them a major competitor is that they carry clothes and unique items 
but for a much cheaper price than you. Junkee’s major competitive strength lies in their as-
sortment of different clothes for cheap prices, but their weakness is that the items tend not 
to be as quality as yours because they are all used items. 
 
 Party City is major chain that offers party supplies for nearly any event, as well as a 
large assortment of costumes. Party City is a major direct competitor for PolyEsther’s be-
cause they carry many similar costumes but for a cheaper price as well as carrying a larger 
variety of costumes. They also have a comprehensive website that allows potential customers 
to view what they have in stock at the store and to place orders online. The fact that they 
are cheaper also tends to draw in customers who are younger, such as college students, who 
need a cheap costume for a party or pub crawl. Party City has an easy to use website as well 

as a larger and cheaper assortment of costumes, but they are not unique and tend 
to be of a low quality. 

Competitive Analysis 
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Indirect Competitors 
 

 Places such as fabric stores and craft stores that offer materials for people who 
want to make their own costumes and outfits for events can possibly take away from 
your customer base. 
 
 Major retail stores that sell general clothing items and accessories. 
 
  Local seamstresses who offer to make whatever the customer would like them to. 
 

 

Competitive Analysis 

Current Marketing Mix 
Product 

Driving by, PolyEsther’s may seem as if it is the run of the mill costume shop; 
but it is far from the typical Party City or Spirit store. Underneath its skin you can find 
a wide spread variety of costumes and accessories that can only be found at your 
store. You can see the quality in the products as well as the craftsmanship. Just taking 
one look around your store and it’s not too hard to realize the love and care that the 
staff at PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique put into their work. 

Figure 1 
 Once inside PolyEsther’s, you can find some of 
the same prepackaged costumes found at the everyday 
store, but the true staple is their custom made cos-
tumes. Made purely from customer ideas, the design is 
left up to customers to unleash their imaginations and 
create the perfect costume for any occasion; even if 
there isn’t one.  

http://www.polycostumes.com/custom-costumes.html  
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Product Continued 
 
 Now anyone can make a costume, but what makes you stand alone with little 
competition is that their costumes can be made for specific events like prom or Hal-
loween, but they can also be made just for fun. They are not your average pirate or 
ninja costume you might find elsewhere. Although at your store you can have any 
kind of costume made, many of your custom projects are designed with the sole pur-
pose of embracing one’s weird and wild side. As seen in Figure 1, this outfit doesn’t 
look too specific as if it were made to be worn by your average costume party go-er 
or Halloween trick-or-treater. In addition to the amazing costumes produced at your 
store, you also offer many knick knacks and sells local art made right here in Reno, as 
well as a line of upscale vintage clothing just put out on the shelves. 
 

Price 
 

 At your store there are not specific set prices, and they vary from item to item. 
Most of the items are on the higher-priced side when compared to the competitive 
stores in Reno. The difference is that you have a higher quality that your consumers 
recognize, making the price difference a small part of your customers buying decision. 
Although prices are on the higher side there are cheaper, lower end products around 
$20-70 dollars. You have some little knick-knacks for under $20 dollars but your main 
focus is the higher end costumes. The higher end costumes are priced at the time of 
purchase and can range anywhere in the lower hundred dollar area. Although these 
costumes are more expensive, when it comes down to it, the customers are getting ex-
actly what they want for just a little higher price than the competitors.  
 

Place 
 

 The location of your store is prime. It is very close to a few strip clubs (e.g. Wild 
Orchid), of which the dancers would potential customers. It is also close to similar 
stores, like The Melting Pot and the Chocolate Walrus, which is good because if cus-
tomers can not find what they are looking for at these stores, they are close to you. 
See Appendix A for a map. 
  
 

Current Marketing Mix 
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Current Marketing Mix 
Marketing Communications Audit & Analysis: 

Audit 

Logo 

The current logo has the business title in a 
funky, fitting logo on a backdrop that repre-
sents Burning Man. The logo is very “Reno,” 
which is perfect for your audience and cus-
tomers.  The colors are appropriate for the 
business as well, and there are no suggestions 
to change or improve the logo in any way. 

 

Recent Promotions 

July 28th, 2011: Sacramento News & Review’s article Costume Ball was about Poly-
Esther’s Burning Man focus and the shop’s offerings. 

http://www.newsreview.com/reno/costume-ball/content?oid=2971652 
June 28, 2012: Reno News and Review Artown Highlights had a quick post about 

PolyEsther’s light up clothing featured in The Electric Burner Fashion Show later 
that year. http://www.newsreview.com/reno/daily-picks/content?oid=6485309 

July 12, 2012: DIY Furry Leg Warmer Class for Artown (1st) at 6:00pm in PDT, 297 
guests  

July 14, 2012: Make an L.E.D. Hoola Hoop at 10:00am in PDT, 194 guests  
July 19, 2012: E.L. Wire Class, at 6:00pm in PDT, 1,044 guests  
July 22, 2012: DIY Furry Leg Warmer Class for Artown (2nd), at 10:00am in PDT, 5 

guests 
July 26, 2012: ElecTronica LIGHT UP Burner Fashion Show at 6:00pm in PDT, 1,684 

guests 
September 21, 2012: Irish Coffee SteamPunk Fashion Reception, at 4:00pm in PDT, 

1,169 guests 
November 24th, 2012: Shop Small Saturday, at 11:00am in PST, 1,454 guests 

December 11th, 2012: KTVN’s Someone 2 Know written by Kristen Remington. 
Highlighting the business and a charity PolyEsther’s was currently working with. 
Broadcast on Channel 2 News as well as posted on their website. 

 http://www.ktvn.com/story/20321272/someone-2-know-coat-of-many-colors. 
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Current Marketing Mix 
 

Recent Promotions Continued 

 

 

Most promotions actually appear on your website, which is great for how the advertis-
ing world is going. With over one billion people on Facebook, and about that many 

owners of smart phones, Face-
book is an awesome way to con-
nect to customers and network. 

From sales promotions to event 
announcements, your Facebook 
does a good job of connecting.  

According to Market Grader, 
your website is graded a 35, and 
they recommend to begin a blog, 
which would greatly enhance 

your online presence and lead to achieving your objectives of increasing your online 
sales of 20% and your target market awareness by 30%. 

Current Promotions 

 A look at the website for current promotions, it is very apparent that the is a fur 
party on April 20th, but what is not clear is your involvement in the party. Are you 
sponsoring it? Are you putting it on? Where is it? What time is it? But all the pretty 
pictures of the various fur outfits is perfect, getting people excited for the party. 

 Always changing the store front windows is an excellent idea that is in place, be-
cause it keeps people up to date on what is happening in the store, as well as remind-
ers of holidays that are coming up that they can dress up for. 
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Current Marketing Mix 
Analysis 

 

 

 By way of marketing, the forms are the Facebook page, the website, the physical 
store, and the events around town and charitable organizations you are affiliated or as-
sociated with.  

 The Facebook page is very active, numerous posts daily, with links to your web-
site and other places. Great job networking with that, the only thing the Facebook 
page needs more of is specific information. If there is an event, do not only post the 
details once and then keep referring to it often in future posts without stating the 
when’s and where’s. 

 The website could be immensely improved. There is no channel for online sales; 
yes, customers can contact the store/designers and get something made for them that 
way, but there is no direct channel to facilitate online sales, no way of turning web 
page visits into dollars. Another way to market an online presence is to start a blog, 
link to it from the website and Facebook. Start a Twitter. It is all about not letting peo-
ple forget about you. 

 You and the store are deeply involved in the community and local events, but 
not many people know about you outside of the current customers. More broadcast-
ing (e.g. chiefly the website, on Facebook, even flyers around town) of your involve-
ment would be good to get the word out. 

Other Concerns 
A big concern that you have identified yourself is your husband’s personality, 

which is not exactly the type you would want on the sales floor interacting with cus-
tomers. He is known to sometimes be rude with customers that could possibly turn 
them away. This does not mean that he should be gotten rid of, but he needs a posi-
tion that does not put him in the front of the store. This is another reason why it is im-
portant for you to get away from doing seamstress work in the back of the store, and 
stay up front on the sales floor. 

Another concern regards the website. Customers are able to design custom cos-
tumes, which is your main priority, but it may be wise to add a link that allows cus-
tomers to browse non-custom items such as your steam punk line and other pre-
packaged costumes. Some customers with a lower budget may be doing online shop-
ping for non-custom costumes and assume she doesn’t offer any if they can’t find 
them on the website. 
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Target Market 
                            Research 

The primary research collected was a survey given 
out via online, using SurveyMonkey. The data col-
lected was filtered to use only responses from those 
making $75,000 or more and those respondents liv-
ing in the Reno/Sparks area. There was a total of 31 
questions, given out over approximately a two 
week period. We received 162 responses. Detailed 
answers to every question are profiled in Appendix 
C. 

Description 

 According to Reference USA, there are 
many people (over 215,500) in the Reno, Sparks, 
and Carson City area who make over $75,000 a year in household income. To further 
narrow this down, we want to focus on the Reno-Sparks area which has over 192,600 
people who fit into this same category. By researching deeper, we found that many of 
these people live in certain zip codes- 89436 (Sparks), 89511, 89509, 89523, and 89521. 
From these zip codes, our primary target market will consist of consumers living within 
zip codes 89511, 89509 and 89523 due to their location within the vicinity of the shop 
and their characteristics (see Figure 2).  

 This is approximately 92,230 consumers. Out of many possible segments, our re-
search indicates that we should target people in this income range and zip codes who 
are married, between 40 and 60 years of age, of European descent, Protestant, Republi-
can, and have no children present. This segment is measureable, accessible, profitable, 
and distinguishable. 

 Because they enjoy attending cultural and charitable events, Romantics (for a de-
scription, see Appendix B) are very active in Reno’s many cultural activities. Whether 
it’s Art Town, the Vampire’s Ball, Fantasies in Chocolate, the Santa Crawl, or a Whole 
Foods wine tasting sponsoring the Nevada Humane Society, they want to be involved 
and they want to look and act the part (see Figure 3 in Appendix B). Thus, sometimes 
they need high-end or tailored costumes- which is where your store comes in. Cos-
tumes aren’t just for Halloween, and these people know it. Whether they’re former (or 
current) Burners or dress up every day for fun, they like to express themselves and 
look their best. Their disposable income allows them to afford tailor-made costumes 
that will last them a long time, or even a few simple accessories to complete an outfit. 
We believe this target market will want costumes for many events, all of which are 
listed in Appendix B. 

Figure 2- Targeted Zip Codes.  Polyesther’s Costume 

Boutique. B- 89509. C089511. D-89523 
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Conclusion 
Strengths: Your number one strength is yourself and your personality. Due to the size of your business, 
you essentially are the business. You are acting on this by hiring more seamstresses to work in the back, 
which allows you to be up front and interact with customers, also enabling you to implement your person-
ality into the store. Other strengths are the location, which gets a lot of walk-in business. The Burning Man 
community brings in word of mouth business from burners. Although higher prices may turn customers, 
the quality of your products is incomparable to competitors. Also, your customers can purchase 100% cus-
tom costumes that are made to order. Finally, you has a very loyal client base, which reduces the need to 
reach out to new customers. You and the store are also very active in community events, which helps get 
your name out to potential local customers. 
 
Weaknesses: The size of the store is the biggest weakness, because it reduces the amount of floor space for 
you to sell. You are currently renovating and expanding the floor space to three times its current size. 
Some financial weaknesses include no line of credit and no cash on hand. Having no cash on hand hinders 
your ability to pre-order costumes to put on the sales floor. No line of credit makes it difficult for the 
store to expand and grow. The prices at your store tend to be higher than those of the competition due to 
your small size and high level of overhead. Parking and street visibility are minor weaknesses that you have 
begun solving by getting permission from the city to put up a large sign that extends across the side walk 
and acquiring space from the restaurant next store for more parking.  

 
Opportunities: Being located in Reno offers many opportunities to you, that can bring in big customers 
with big orders. The number of casinos and hotels in the vicinity have concierge services that you want to 
connect with to direct patrons in need of costumes to your boutique. Also, many of the shows that are 
performed at the casinos include elaborate costumes that you would like to start contracting with. The 
various crawls that are hosted by several local bars are themed, and we know you are working on getting 
advertisements for costumes in the participating bars. Some minor opportunities are sewing classes and a 
referral program for your loyal customers to help you reach new customers. 
 
Threats: Other than the obvious threats from competitors, the biggest threat posed to your store is the 
Mid-Town Merchant Association, which is a group of local businesses who band together to help each 
other out. The association is more of a bully in the area that tries to put people out of business that are 
not a part of the association. Another threat to you is other local seamstresses. They are very protective 
over their work and unwilling to share ideas and offer help to fellow seamstresses. 

Competitive Edge Statement 
 

 PolyEsther’s creates a unique persona for all party-goers, burners, and fun seek-
ers. The PolyEsther experience is one-on-one, with every creation  a mirror of “you”, 

and not “them”. 
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Marketing & Communication Objectives 

Our team has created these objectives with the objective to have them reached within 
a one year period. Our target date to reach these goals is May 1st, 2014. 

 

 

Position Poly Esther’s as number one costume boutique in Reno/Tahoe area 

 

Increase website traffic by 40%  

 -Through promotions on Facebook and elsewhere 

 -Create a blog 

Increase Facebook “likes” by 50%  

 -Increased postings 

Build awareness of store by 50% in Reno/Tahoe area 

 -Ad penetration 

Increase return rate of current customers by 25% 

 -Better customer service 

 -Referral program 

Increase amount of new customers by 40% 

 -Coupons 

Increase PolyEsther’s outreach in community events by at least 4 new events 
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Creative Brief 
Positioning Statement 

PolyEsther’s is Reno’s unique costume boutique giving customers a range of exciting and imagi-
native clothing and accessory options while having a great personal experience in the proc-
ess. 

Key Promise & Reason Why 
 PolyEsther’s will give you an intimate, personal and enjoyable shopping experience with its 
wide array of clothing options and services with the help of Ether’s dedication and infectious per-
sonality- a shopping experience you won’t find anywhere else. 
 As one of the few Burning Man endorsed costume boutiques, PolyEsther’s has something for 
everyone and all occasions holding a well-earned reputation for exceptional quality and customer 
service. 

Call to Action 
What target consumers should do after seeing the MarCom pieces: 

 Now is the time to personally experience one of Reno’s most unique and up-and-coming 
costume boutiques, you won’t know what you’re missing until you experience it for your-
self! 

Mandatories 
Information to be included in every MarCom piece: 

1. Logo:  

 

 

 

    2. Name of business: “PolyEsther’s” 

    3. Phone number: 775.420.5050 

    4. “Find Us On Facebook!” facebook.com/polyesthers 

    5. Address: 655 S. Virginia St, Reno, NV 89501 

Brand Message Execution 
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Creative Brief 
Brand Message Execution Cont. 

Message Strategy: To show consumers that PolyEsther’s is the most friendly, original, 
and creative costume shop in Northern Nevada and that PolyEsther’s costumes and 
accessories will enrich their experiences at parties and other events.  

Appeal:  

We want to use a ‘mood/image’ position which will make people feel positive about 
PolyEsther’s. This will be communicated through advertisements by using bright colors, 
fun fonts, and pictures of people smiling and having fun. This will position PolyEsther’s 
positively in consumer’s minds and increase brand recognition and recall and establish 
correlation between costumes and PolyEsther’s. 

We also want to use a ‘slice of life’ style by showing people who look similar to the 
target market having fun at Reno events, just like they could if they bought their cos-
tume and accessories from PolyEsther’s. We want them to crave the same exciting, fun 
life as seen in marketing communication pieces and visit PolyEsther’s to achieve a look 
that will allow them to express themselves and have fun at community events.  

Execution: 

To maintain consistency, brand logo and name will be identical among all pieces of 
communication, and the message used will be similar. People will see that PolyEsther’s 
is different from other costume shops because they have high quality, original cos-
tumes and accessories and the customer service is spectacular.  This will appeal to our 
target market as survey results showed our target market care about product quality, 
originality, and service. By purchasing from PolyEsther’s, customers will be helping a 
small business in the Midtown district while expressing themselves.  
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Marketing Communication Pieces 
MarCom Piece 1 & 2: See Appendix D & E 

Justification/Rationale: 

 The Reno News & Review is a local newspaper which is known for its political, 
artistic, and to-the-point articles with an emphasis on art and cultural events in North-
ern Nevada. This is the perfect audience for PolyEsther’s because our target market, 
New-Age Romantics, includes consumers who enjoy attending local artistic events such 
as ArtTown and the Santa Crawl, which are highly publicized and reviewed in the 
RN&R. Additionally, survey data shows 71.4% of our sample whose household income 
was greater than $75,000 chose the RN&R as one of their two top newspaper choices. 
The RN&R also has demographic data which shows it will reach a large percentage of 
our target market.  

MarCom Piece 3: See Appendix F 

Justification/Rationale: 

 Taxi ads are an engaging way for your customers to receive your brand 
message.  With Reno being a “24-hour” town, many people use cabs on a regular basis. 
This enables customers to see the ads every time they use a cab and in addition to ac-
tual using cabs, many other non-cab users will see the ads as they drive on the road. 
My ads are aimed to gain the attention of potential pub-crawling customers as well as 
“burners” who will be needing costumes for up-coming events. Our target market is 
higher income families, so using a taxi fits our needs because many people use these 
cabs to reach their destinations across town, whether it be a trip to the airport or a 
night out on the town. Our ads will engage the target market by displaying either roof 
or trunk ads. This is one of the best types of advertising because it acts like a moving 
billboard to target our target market around the city without the need to purchase 
space on several billboards which can be costly. 

 

MarCom Piece 4: See Appendix G 
Justification/Rationale: 

A ten second jingle will be broadcasted on three local radio stations to reach the tar-
get market. 79.3% of respondents indicated that they listen to FM radio and the most 
popular stations are 88.7 NPR/KUNR, 100.1 The X, and 98.1 KBUL. The $75,000+ tar-
get market hold professional jobs where they listen to the radio during the day, so this 
is the best way to reach them at work. Assuming they are focused on their work, print 
and television ads will not be effective mediums during work days. 
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Marketing Communication Pieces 
MarCom Piece 4 Cont.: See Appendix G 

 The benefit of running radio ads are their low cost for the number of peo-
ple exposed to the ad. To run a 30 second ad on these local Reno radio stations costs 
around $30 per station. The jingle should be run once per hour between 6:00 a.m. and 
8:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday so listeners can be exposed to the ad at work and 
on their daily commutes to and from work. In total, this will cost about $2,100 per 
week to broadcast on all three stations. However, since business at PolyEsther's picks 
up during themed events, the jingle should only be run during the weeks before 
themed events and Burning Man take place. 
 The stations have about 4,500 listeners, so running a CPM analysis shows that it 
costs $6.66 to reach 1,000 people through radio. 
 

MarCom Piece 5: See Appendix H 

Justification/Rationale: 

When looking at the graphs in Appendix C related to internet usage of the target 
market, an overwhelming majority of respondents say they view your Facebook page 
(82%), would be more likely to visit it than the website (4.6/5), and that they would 
participate in a Facebook contest (45%). 

For the above reasons, we suggest you run a Facebook contest, twice a year, once in 
February and another in November (especially right before Christmas and most of the 
fun winter crawls). The first prize is a $200 gift certificate to PolyEsther’s, second place 
$100, and third place $50. Each contest would run for four weeks. All they would need 
to do to participate and be entered into the contest is to like the Facebook page, share 
a picture of one of your custom costumes, and give you an awesome idea for their 
next costume. 

Indirectly, you will be doing research by seeing why people say they need their next 
costume, and you can tailor future contests towards their responses. 

MarCom Piece 6: See Appendix I 
Justification/Rationale: 

For one of our MarCom pieces for PolyEsther’s we decided to compose a creative 30 
second radio advertisement to be broadcasted on stations that reach our target market 
and are played in the Reno and surrounding areas. Based upon the survey results of 
our target market (income of $75,000 or above) the most listened to radio station is 
100.1 the X (see appendix I). This will be the radio station that will be focused on for 
this MarCom piece. 
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Marketing Communication Pieces 
MarCom Piece 6 Cont.: See Appendix I 

When asked to rate different costume purchasing preferences in the survey, two of the 
highest rated aspects where originality and quality. These are two important aspects we 
feel your store has that sets it apart from some of its competitors and are important 
aspects we took into account in our creative brief as well. This radio jingle will exem-
plify these two words both by the way the jingle is constructed as well as using the 
words directly in the advertisement. This ad is a parody cover of Gloria Gaynor’s fa-
mous song “I Will Survive”.  

Based on the information we found, using this song in the will it is in the ad will not 
break any copyright laws. It is a parody of the original song with different lyrics; it is 30 
seconds long, does not infringe with the original song making money and is of a lower 
recording quality than the original. This exact song and/or ad would not have to be 
implemented but if it is it the copyright holder of the song should be notified before 
airing the song. This song was chosen because it has a recognizable sound that will 
catch people’s attention at the beginning and have them intrigued and engaged 
throughout the song. The lyrics have all been changed in order to explain what Polyes-
ter's is, why you should go there, and basic information about the store  PolyEsther's is 
a creative and original store and deserves to have a creative and original ad to draw 
people’s attention to it. This uniqueness goes along exactly with what PolyEsther’s and 
what her customers are looking for and it creates more awareness and eventually cus-
tomers and sales for the store. 
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Media Plan 
Media Calendar 

 

Media Budget 
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Media Plan 
Media Calendar Rationale 

 We choose these dates very specifically to meet the requirements and needed or 
the Polyester’s customers. First off we chose, the taxi cab and Reno News and Review 
(RNR) ads during the summer because they will have to biggest reach.  These two will 
bring in the most customers and the summer is Polyester’s time to shine with Burning 
Man and all of the crawls coming up. The radio jingles are an inexpensive way to have 
the Polyester brand be put out in the community so we chose to run one every day in 
an effort to drive the general sales or the business. The taxi and RNR ads are specifi-
cally meant to drive in sales from the summer events as opposed to more general 
sales. The Facebook promotion are social media updates are to make sure Polyester’s 
is constantly engaging its customers on a daily basis.  This is important because most of 
her business is driven from customer relationships so a daily updated would keep up 
the customers need for a face of the company. We chose one date just before Christ-
mas time and the other date is sort of in-between other campaigns to keep sales up 
when the other ads are not being seen. 

Media Budget Rationale 
 The final budget we decided on is weighted heavily on taxi ads and radio jingles. 
The taxis will have a huge impact on the target market based on impressions alone. 
The radio ads will be played every day which will be a constant reminder to shop at 
Polyester’s. The RNR is very important because it is a direct line to burns and most of 
its readers are older. In addition to a high target market spectrum, RNR is also the 
most cost effective of all the marketing communications campaigns. The RNR cam-
paign has a cost per person of only $.011 and a CPM of a ridiculous $.000011. This is by 
far the best choice but the other campaigns are need despite the fact that they do not 
have as good of numbers. The internet promotion campaign is very small because it is 
only meant to reminder customers about PolyEsther's and not necessarily bring in new 
customers because  in order to win the contest you would have to be linked to PolyEs-
ther's account already. In the end, most of the money will be spend over the summer 
and then the rest laid out fairly evenly across the rest of the year so that there is a 
constant flow of media being shown to customers.  
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Evaluation Plan 
The main goal for B.ARRT regarding this promotional plan we have laid out is to 
make sure that we have a consistent and strong message throughout our MarCom 
pieces and to make PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique the number one costume boutique 
in the Reno/Tahoe area. B.ARRT has created theses MarCom pieces in order to por-
tray all the benefits PolyEsther's brings to the Reno/Tahoe area in a consistent and 
convincing manner. All of our marketing pieces help to reach our objectives in a 
timely manner and will establish PolyEsther's presence in the area by specifically target-
ing consumers in the area make $75,000 or more.  

 

Increase website traffic by 40% measured by: 

 

1. Through promotions on Facebook 

2. Via increased awareness from all MarCom pieces 

3. Creation of PolyEsther's blog  

4. Update website to be more user friendly  

5. Can be measured tracking amount of hits to website monthly beginning before 
campaign is implemented and throughout using hit counter on website 

 

Increase Facebook “likes” by 50% measured by: 

 

1. Through new promotions on Facebook 

2. Increase relevant posts on Facebook and keep posts focused on store 

 

Build awareness of store by 50% in Reno/Tahoe area 

 

1. All media channels and MarCom pieces being used 

2. Updated website will increase traffic and awareness 

3. Can be measured by increase in hits to website as well as additional surveys in 
the future 
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Evaluation Plan 
Increase return rate of current customers by 25% measured by: 

 

1. Keep Esther in the front of the store. Her customer service and personality play 
a huge role in having her customers return 

2. Implement a referral program 

3. Implement a loyalty program 

4. Can be tracked by keeping log of all current customers and how often they visit 
store 

5. Keep customers up-to-date on new items and promotions going on in the store 

 

Increase amount of new customers by 40% measured by: 

 

1. Utilize social media sites such as Yelp and Twitter to reach new audiences 

2. Increased awareness of store via MarCom pieces 

3. Discount/coupon possibility for new customers 

4. Can be traced by keeping log of current customers and tracking how many first 
time visitors there are and then adding them to log book to track them as cur-
rent customers 

5. Can also ask new customers where they first heard about PolyEsther's and track 
results to keep track of effectiveness of individual MarCom pieces 

 

Increase PolyEsther’s outreach in community events by at least four new events 
measured by: 

 

1. Build awareness of PolyEsther's via media outlets and MarCom pieces 

2. Greater awareness of PolyEsther's can lead to new opportunities to be involved 
in the community 

3. Find new events in the community to participate in to increase awareness and 
customer base 

4. Can be tracked by how many events PolyEsther's is currently involved in within 
the community and how many new events are added to these 
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Other Recommendations 
  Some other clever ways of low cost marketing communication are to advertise 

PolyEsther’s at Burning Man. Since you attend every year, you should use this time to 

connect to the majority of your target market that surrounds you at the event. Also, 

you could network with other local businesses that attend the event.  

 At Burning Man, Burners make exchanges on a barter system instead of using 

money. You can spend some time making small things like bracelets, glow sticks, pas-

ties, hula hoops, eyewear, and other low cost accessories with the PolyEsther’s logo on 

them. This will not replace handing out flyers and using other print ads, but it will give 

current and potential customers a more permanent reminder to shop at your store. 

Most print ads will end up in a trash can, but small, low cost accessories will last longer 

and be given higher value by the customer. 

 Aside from bartering, you should make use of the time to network with other 

local businesses that attend burning man to set up some form of a partnership. For ex-

ample, if any of the local bars, clubs, or other establishments that host themed events 

attend the festival, you should seek them out and introduce yourself along with your 

boutique. Since your personality is one of your main strengths, you need to use this to 

attract local business to endorse the boutique when advertising their themed events. 

Besides, what not a better time or place to make connections than at Burning Man? 
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Appendix A 

Location of PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique 
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Appendix B 
New-Age Romantics- These wealthy consumers live in large, technologically advanced 
exurban homes valued at least 200,000. Most hold college degrees and enjoy leisurely 
cultural activities such as reading books, attending performing arts, and watching thea-
ter and movies. They enjoy collecting wines and passing time with their friends. They 
have a newly empty nest, but aren’t quite at retirement. These 40-60 year olds balance 
important careers with leisure time, but they still travel often via timeshares, cruises or 
flights across the world. They try to live lifestyle that includes exercise, eating healthy, 
and sustainable, environmentally-friendly products.  

My name is Teresa. 

I live in South Reno with my husband, David. Our youngest child, Darren, moved out 
a few years ago and our daughter Jamie recently moved to Arizona. Lately, my hus-
band and I have had a lot of time on our hands and we like to spend 
it with each other or with our friends. David and I often travel now 
that we have the time. We love to see and experience different cul-
tures (and different foods!) in different parts of the world. We re-
cently went to Central America and we’re planning a trip to Iceland 
within a year. We’re in our early 50’s and looking forward to retire-
ment within the next twenty years. Though we both work full-time, 
we take a lot of vacations during the year, even if it’s just to travel 
somewhere close by like Monterey, CA or visit our daughter in Ari-
zona. I’m a real-estate agent and David is an accountant, so we live a 
little more lavishly than others. We love to go out to dinner, movies, 
and cultural events whenever possible. Just last week we went to a 
charity wine-tasting with some friends.  Our newest thing is trying to 
live in a more sustainable way that’s healthier for us and the environ-
ment. We often shop at Whole Foods or Trader Joes and we 
also support local mom-and-pop shops. 

Events they might attend: 

 Artown          

 A.V.A. Ballet 

 Burning Man 

 Cirque De Mar 

 All the bar crawls (pirate, santa, zombie, elvis…) 

 Holidays 

Figure 3- How Teresa might 
dress for her friend’s themed 

party 
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Appendix B 
 Secondary Research Graphs: from ReferenceUSA, pgs. 29-32 
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Appendix C 
Primary Research Question Summaries 

Q1 

Q2 
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Appendix C 

Q3 

Q4 
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Q5 

Q6 
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Q7 

Q8 
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Q9 

Q10 
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Q11 

Q12 
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Q17 

Q18 
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Q19 

Q20 
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Q21 

Q22 
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Q23 

Q24 
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Q25 

Q26 
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Appendix D 
MarCom Piece 1 

Reaching 

Reno News & Review Demographic Reach Data: 
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Appendix D 
MarCom Piece 1 

Pricing 

We believe a print advertisement in the RN&R would be most suited for our target mar-
ket. Unfortunately, the RN&R’s media kit only includes pricing for online advertise-
ments. Requests for print advertising prices have been sent, but have yet to be replied 
to. Upon receiving this documentation, it will be sent to you immediately.  

Timing 

 The RN&R has special editions of their newspaper periodically throughout the year. 
For the year 2013, there are three special editions in which we would like to advertise: 

June 13- Summer Guide: “Summer in our region is full of activities. We give readers 
a preview of things to come as the weather heats up”. 

As consumers read about the local events that will take place this summer, they will be-
gin to plan what events they want to go to. While doing this we want an advertisement 
for PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique to remind them that a costume would impress their 
friends while expressing themselves.   

June 27- Artown Preview/ Rollin’ on the River: “One of the nation’s largest arts festi-
vals is profiled in a special pullout guide, with highlights of events including the 
RN&R’s own “Rollin’ on the River” concert series”. 

Artown is one of the largest events in the Reno area, and with the entire month of July 
dedicated to it, it’s a great marketing opportunity. For those events where a costume is 
implicitly mandatory, we want Polyesther’s to be the first thought in people’s minds.  

August 15- Prep for the Playa: “A guide for people who plan to make the trek to 
Burning Man in the Black Rock Desert”. 

One of your largest audiences is Burners. But there are still some Burners who aren’t 
aware of PolyEsther’s or haven’t found a reason to shop there. We want the ad to dis-
play that PolyEsther’s has the newest fashions, vintage trends, and great prices to im-
prove any Playa experience.  

The actual advertisement is left to interpretation, but for a better idea of what the ad-
vertisement would consist of, please refer to Brand Message Execution.  
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Appendix D 
MarCom Piece 1 

 
Pricing 
Local Print Rates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Online advertising information for newsre-
view.com/reno 
 
Local online rates: 
LOCAL SPOTLIGHT 
10,000 impressions / $50 per week 
4-week minimum 
160 pixels wide x 180 pixels high  
Reporting is not available for local spotlight ads. 
STANDARD SIZES:  
Leaderboard 728x90 pixels $12/thousand impressions 
Skyscraper 160x600 pixels $10/thousand impressions 
Rectangle 300x250 pixels $15/thousand impressions 
These sizes require a pre-paid order of at least 10,000 impressions.  
newsreview.com ads are dynamically served. Reporting is available on request for stan-
dard ad sizes. 
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Appendix D 
MarCom Piece 1 
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Appendix E 
MarCom Piece 2 
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Appendix F 
MarCom Piece 3 

 

Pricing 

 The pricing of the taxi ads is very cheap when compared to other types of out-
door advertising like billboards. The taxi ads are $200 per taxi for a four-week period.  
There is a minimum purchase of five cabs per four-week period. My plan is to pur-
chase five ads for the four-week period two times during the summer to promote the 
beginning of the “crawl season” and to promote Burning Man. These are some of the 
two most important events to sales and it is important to advertise them to try to gain 
new customers. 

Timing 

 The timing or the ads will be one of the four-week period in June through Au-
gust. The first will gain customers for the Super-Hero crawl that is Jul 13th. Having the 
ads placed a few weeks before the date will enable the customer a chance to visit the 
shop before the actual event. The second ad will be run during August to give custom-
ers a chance before Burning Man starts in August 26th. This strategy will help generate 
customer intrigue and sales while not breaking the banks. 
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Appendix G 
MarCom Piece 4 

 

 

Radio Jingle: 

Sexy Man Voice plays over peppy music: 

*For real audio playback of this jingle, please contact Brad Rootz. 

 

“Ohhh, if you need 

Wigs, faux fur, an-y-thing that glit-ters 

Bumm, bum 

Pol-y-Est-her’s 

Yeah!” 

After the jingle, the sexy man voice will conclude the spot by stating, in a super fast 
auction voice all the mandatories listed on page 17 (aside from the logo). 
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Appendix H 
MarCom Piece 5 

 

 

Questions 4, 5, 17, and 24 relate to using Facebook and likeliness of participation in a 
contest. See Appendix C and corresponding questions. 
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Appendix I 
MarCom Piece 6 

  The X has been providing music to the Reno area for the last 21 years and prides itself 
on never playing the same song twice in a day. The average age of the X’s listeners is 
above 35 years of age and the average income of these listeners is + $75,000. It is based 
out of Dayton Nevada and is aired throughout much of Northern Nevada and in par-
ticular the Reno/Tahoe area. This makes 100.1 The X a prime medium with which to 
broadcast an ad for PolyEsther's as it is directly reaching our desired market. A 30 sec-
ond advertisement on the station is estimated to be at approximately $30 based on 
past prices and regional averages. We have decided to have one 30 second advertise-
ment a day for six months beginning in January and ending at the end of June in order 
to make PolyEsther’s Costume Boutique a household name in the Reno/Tahoe area. 
The ads will be aired at some point during the evening slot time period as that is also 
when most of the target market who participated in the survey said they use social me-
dia the most (see appendix Radio Jingle).  Due to these factors the X will be the pri-
mary station used for this MarCom piece.  

Lyrics: 

(Guitar in background) 

Well at first I was afraid 

PolyEstherfied 

With so many costume options 

How could I decide 

They’ve got something for every event 

It will be money well spent 

They’re quality 

Have originality 

Well PolyEsther's Costume Boutique 

Is located at 655 South Virginia Street 

They are open Tuesday to Saturday 

11 to 7PM 

They have premade costumes in the store 

And can order whatever you’re looking for 

PolyEsther's! 

Hey Hey! 


